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Introduction to Data Report

This data report was prepared for the City of Portland’s Diverse and Empowered Employees of
Portland (DEEP) leadership. DEEP is committed to supporting City of Portland affinity groups
and is interested in identifying best practices in supporting their success.
The report was prepared in order to address the following project goals:
 Identify 2 to 3 measures of success in evaluating the DEEP affinity groups
 Increase employee membership participation within affinity groups by 30%
 100% of the affinity groups confirm leadership commitment and structure

This data report was prepared by Carolina Iraheta Gonzalez, a graduate student from the
Leadership Institute of Seattle with Saybrook University. The data report is one step in the
action research consulting process. Action research methodology allows for the collection and
synthesis of data to generate more informed decision making. This data report is presented to
the DEEP executive committee with the hope that it may contain information to help them find
solutions in furthering affinity group growth and success.
The Action Research Process:
 Entry & Contracting – project design and initial goal setting
 Data Gathering – theory design, data gathering and research
 Data Synthesis & Joint Diagnosis – theory testing and results reporting
 Action Planning & Joint Goal Setting – refine goals and design implementation strategy
 Intervention Implementation – introduce and implement changes
 Measurement and feedback – measure impact of change, evaluate progress towards
goals and project completion

Methods Collection for Data Report

In order to create a full picture of all the opportunities that exist to support the development
and success of the affinity groups, various methods for data collection were applied. I, Carolina
Iraheta Gonzalez, collected data from direct meeting observation, a membership satisfaction
survey, an affinity group assessment, a literature review and a Multnomah County program
comparison. The following is a brief description of the data collected.


Affinity Group Assessment: I presented an assessment questionnaire to all affinity
group leaders in order to better understand the spectrum of City of Portland affinity
groups. Six out of eight affinity groups responded.
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Membership Satisfaction Survey: Affinity group members filled out a 13 question
satisfaction survey. With 80 responses, we had a 21.5% response rate.
Program Comparison: In order to provide a comparable comparison of how affinity
groups may be managed, I interviewed the current employee resource group
coordinator for Multnomah County.
Direct Meeting Observation: I attended the DEEP Affinity Group Council meeting on
November 19 2015. This is a biannual meeting of the DEEP executive committee and
affinity group leaders. My main objective for attending was to observe conversation
themes, understand participation patterns and to record inquiries regarding the project.
Literature Review: I conducted a literature review of current publications related to the
topic of affinity groups (also known as employee resource groups). I found over 10
articles from various publications that featured best practices for successful affinity
groups. I found one report, ERGs Come of Age: The Evolution of Employee Resource
Groups (Mercer, 2011) to be very helpful and have included the report’s main takeaways. Further analysis of all articles provided an evolution spectrum of how an affinity
group changes and matures as it becomes more essential to an organization’s success.

Next steps in the Action Research Process

I presented this report to Debbie Caselton, a founder and current co-chair of DEEP. Together,
we decided that the next step was to present this full data report to the DEEP executive
committee before their annual retreat in the late spring of 2016. The hope is that this report
may provide greater insight for DEEP executive members when making decisions regarding
affinity groups’ future plans.

I have included my own thoughts on the project in the section titled “The Consultant’s
Recommendations”. This section is an opportunity to share my recommendations in relation to
the original project goals.

On a final note, a project requirement was to share survey results with the people who
participated in the survey. Thus, the affinity group assessment summary and the affinity group
member satisfaction survey results were shared with affinity group members. This allows for a
closing of a feedback loop, in which affinity group members provided feedback and are allowed
to see the synthesis of that feedback.

This is a lengthy report with a lot of material. I hope that you learn at least one new thing in this
report that may serve you as a member of the DEEP executive committee.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Assessment
2016 – SUMMARY
In January 2016 an assessment questionnaire was presented to Affinity Group Leadership. The following represents a
summary of the highlights and themes identified in the assessment. Six out of eight affinity groups responded (no
responses received from CAAN and VET affinity groups).

By the Numbers

There are currently eight active affinity group: The City African-American Network (CAAN); PDXCityMamas; Faith
and Friends Affinity Group; Filipino American City Employees (FACE); LGTBQ & Friends Affinity Group; Unidos Latinos
Americanos (ULA); Veterans Empowerment Team (VET); Women’s Empowerment Affinity Group


The “average” affinity group looks like this:
Membership
62



Average
Attendance per
meeting
5-6 members

The range across affinity groups is:
Membership

5 members-120
members

Average
Attendance per
meeting
From 0 members
to 12 members
per meeting

Affinity Group Structure and Purpose


Leadership structure



Affinity groups with an identified purpose:



Affinity groups with identified budget needs:



Affinity groups with a workplan:

Single Chair (with slight variation)
3

Meets

2 to 4 time a year
(Four responses)

-Never meets (one
response)
-Meet every
other month
(one response

Co-chairs Board
1
1

Yes
83.33%

No
16.67%

Unsure
0%

Yes
33.33%

No
66.67%

Unsure
0%

Yes
16.67%

No
83.33%

Meets

Number of Active
Years
7.5

Number of Years
Leader has been
in charge
4.5

Number of
Number of Years
Active
Leader has been
Years
in charge
7 years -8 years Less than 1 year to
8 years

Shared Responsibility
1

Unsure
0%
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City of Portland Affinity Group Assessment
2016 – SUMMARY
What do affinity groups focus on?
Employee networking opportunities

100%

Employee empowerment

66.67%

Educational activities

66.67%

Cultural heritage months and events

66.67%

Addressing diversity, equity and or inclusion in City programs & services
Building relationships with City leadership (i.e., elected officials, bureau
directors or high-level managers)

50.00%
50.00%

Employee recruitment, orientation and or retention

33.33%

Providing feedback on City operations (marketing, communications, service
development, customer service)

33.33%

Professional development of members

Liaison with external organizations or stakeholders

33.33%

33.33%

Challenges and Successes (These are the original responses from affinity group leaders)


What are the affinity group’s challenges:
o
o
o
o
o
o



Attendance at meetings and personal engagement among members. The group does not have the
support or time to meet and mostly engages via email or sometimes outside events.
Difficulty getting new membership and participation of Filipino city employees.
Leadership, attendance, those who started the group have retired or moved on from the City.
Getting people to events
Work loads of City staff and capacity for participation.
OEHR support, Management/Bureau/Council support, Membership participation and activity,
leadership assistance, volunteerism, commitment, idea generation, and allocated approved time for
meetings (most members have can only go to meetings on their own time and cannot go during
workday unless it is time from their quotas).

What have been the affinity groups success?
o Putting together heritage month and cultural events, reaffirming the City's Hispanic Heritage month
proclamation, and creating the framework for a leadership program.
o Cultural months and support for the Wonder Woman Awards.
o Great events; networking
o Several service projects, partnering with other affinity groups, speakers, film showings, Diversity
Conference panel
o Demonstration of Filipino culture (i.e. food, history, dance). Helped collect relief aid for typhoon Hiyan.
o Trans healthcare coverage, gender neutral bathrooms, networking with other organizations and
partnering with the Q Center.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Assessment
2016 – SUMMARY

DEEP support for Affinity Groups




What percentage of affinity groups accessed the following DEEP resources in the past year (calendar year 2015)?
Funding for events or speakers
Citywide emails
Meeting facilitation or organizing
Website
Meeting room reservations
Consultation
Videos of events
Tickets to outside events
Library
Speakers on diverse topics
Tickets to training opportunities

83.33%
83.33%
83.33%
83.33%
66.67%
66.67%
50.00%
50.00%
33.33%
33.33%
16.67%

How can the DEEP executive committee better support the affinity group? (These are the original responses from
affinity group leaders)
o Clear on budgets and funding; clear rules on time that people can use for DEEP and the affinity groups;
support for employees to talk to management about the time an committement
o Ideas for increased participation, help with planning/organizing events, transition of leadership to others
o Need to look at encouraging/promoting membership in general. FACE should look at
renaming/rebranding to include other Asian cultures as members.
o Last year the DEEP EC marched in the parade with the affinity group and I'd like to continue that. I feel
supported by the executive committee.
o Debbie and Janis are AMAZING. I would not change anything about them and their assistance. I would
like to see the rest of the executive committee support their affinity groups equally and/or work
together. It would be nice to have relationships with affinity groups and work together rather than the
silo'd nature that it currently is.
o Not sure
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
A 13 question satisfaction survey was presented to Affinity Group members during the first three
weeks of January 2016. The survey was delivered to the affinity group leaders, who then had the
responsibility to email the survey link to their specific affinity group members. 80 people
responded which results in a 21.5% response rate.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results

If yes, please list what would facilitate greater participation
Being kept abreast of ways in which you can better participate.

Bring Equality and Equity into the work force. Equity needs to present in the City hiring practices and
advancement opperunities
Consistent meeting times, as they are esier to schedule.

different locations (IE-East side of the river) meeting opportunities/gatherings.

feelings of isolation or negative political issues impacting my community; neither are the case at this
time
Finishing a prior commintment so I can free up the time to participate.
Group does not meet, just network by email
help with leadership and planning

i am currently only aware of the affinity group involved in email distribution. i would like more in
person group meetings to facilitate discussion.

I am not near the downtown core where most activities and other participants are located, but I do
very much appreciate the information shared in the group
I have a laundry list as a Chair of things I need to do :)
I have no idea

I only take a half hour lunch and meetings are at another building, so I do not have the ability to
attend without taking vacation time so the City would have to support my not having to take time off
from work, including the travel time necessary to attend meetings.
I try to participate in anything the PDXMamas host.
I would need more time in the day.

I'd like to be involved with activity planning, and hope that even an annual meeting of the group can
be organized.
If yes, please list what would facilitate greater participation
inclusion of other asian cultures, ethnicity.

Meeting location, place where parking is free and accessible (not downtown). NE/SE. I work for ONI
and my office is on 47th and E Burnside.
More activities!

More affinity group interaction, maybe an affinity group activity with all groups
More collaboration between different affinity groups.
more communication

More frequent events

More post work gathering opportunities.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results

More scheduled events during lunchtimes; specific requests for participation (we need people
interested in doing "x")
More sessions and specific projects
More time in the day!

my ability to leave the office to attend events

My issue is with demanding schedule outside of work that doesn't allow me to participate in afterwork meetings, and my lunch time is only 30 minutes, so I can't participate very often during the
work day. I don't think there is anything the affinity group can do about that. I remain a member
because I receive great emails/articles/other activities that I can participate in.
my work schedule often keeps me from attending the meetings
paid time to do it

regular engagements

The group does not seem to meet often, communicate regularly, or be engaged in activities that
affect workplace environment or policy

Time and meetings other than at lunch time. I exercise over the noon hour and will always choose
exercise over another meeting at this time.
To encourage Core leadership & membership & awareness of DEEP

When we were our own bureau we were very active and led planning for the Women's History Month
events.
Would like to see more meetings/ gatherings.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results
Is there anything else you would like to share on your experience with the affinity group?
Besides doing a great job for Women's History Month, the group is pretty quiet. I know that there are
some gatherings but it is hard to make them - timing. I would like to see more socializing and pushing for
more equity in management levels.
Budget constraint limits our ability to expose our affinity group. I feel that there is favoritism for other
affinity groups.
Extremely opinionated and unwelcoming group

FACE is having difficulty encouraging or having new members. It needs to look at changing/rebranding
name so there is inclusion of other Asian cultures and encourage the membership of other Asian
cultures/ethnicity.
I am part of 2 affinity groups, and my thoughts on them are the same. I don't believe they have any
dedicated staff time or budget, so it's not surprising they don't do much besides the occasional
brownbag.

I answered not applicable because I support the affinity group and the great women who have put so
much effort into it, but I do not feel very connected to the group.

I find it increasingly difficult to cut across things like gender, when my identity also includes race and
relative amount of power in the organization. I'm not interested in white lady gathering. I'd welcome
more collaborative efforts between all affinity groups. Additionally, all of this is done outside of working
outs. It's not as motivational to participate, although I often go to lunchtime lectures put on by this and
other affinity groups.
I have enjoyed getting to know the other parents involved in PDXCityMamas and would like more events
hosted by the group so that we can continue to support each other as well as learn from each other and
outside speakers. I like that we have a Facebook page and enjoy the articles that members post on it.
I have found my involvement in the affinity group to be very rewarding. I've had the chance to network
from people from across the City (and as a young professional new to the City, this has been invaluable).
ULA is an important support for Latino employees. I've had colleagues who have told me if it wasn't for
ULA, they may have left their job due to some of the challenges they've faced. I think we can do more to
make ULA and DEEP more visible.
i have not been involved with the affinity group for long, my survey responses may change with
experience and familiarity with group.
I have only been to one meeting, so it is hard to answer the last 2 questions.
I haven't attend any of the meetings yet and the barrier is the location.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results

I know this may sound petty, but I did not go to college and most of the people in this group are much
more, or I feel like, they are much more educated than myself. So I felt out of my league, and I stopped
attending since the second meeting. Because I just didn't feel like I fit in.
If meetings were held at other city office locations. Maybe sub-groups for those of us not downtown
I'm a member because I'm gay and somebody told somebody. "Membership" means I get the e-mails
about activities, walking with other gubmint employees in the pride parade (LOL), and lots and lots of
tranny stuff in the last year. More power to you but I keep my personal and political life separate from
workplace-based activities, and for several years now we've been so slammed that the last thing I want to
do after 5pm or on weekends is anything that includes 'city of portland' in the name. To each
his/her/whatever own. Peace.
Interested in hearing the updates that are shared out by Debbie and team.

It is nice to know that it is there in case I ever need resources related to the affinity. The leaders are
responsive to emails and have always helped me when I need.

it's great to have a group of Christian friends that you can be around without worrying about offending
anyone who believes otherwise, or doesn't believe in a God.
Mostly I would like to have more of a relationship with the other affinity groups. There could be more
joint events, speakers, etc.
My answer to #12 is based on my lack of time to participate and not on anything negative about the
affinity group.
My group doesn't really meet or have any events.

Other than the occasional e-mail I don't know anything about the affinity group I had joined.
Please keep up all the "latest headlines" emails. I love the constant reminder of the issues that concern
the group and our community!
Thank you!!

The "Clutter" function of the new Outlook isn't helping - it easily hides emails.
The leader is very busy and membership is shying away

The Not Applicable choice in the above 3 questions reflects more of a "neutral" answer for me.
Their educational opportunities are very helpful. I just finished their suggested reading. How to talk so
kids will listen and listen so kids will talk was very useful.
There is a lot to improve on with the WE group.
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City of Portland Affinity Group Member Satisfaction Survey
Survey Results

This group no longer feels objectively pro-equity and more pro-women than I originally experienced. The
"reply all" emails are often not helpful at all.
The new name/name change is off putting to me and
sounds like militant feminism rather than equity driven. I am a proud strong female contributor. I don't
need any more things making it seem like I need to throw a gender card in to make my way up the
ladder.
Was moderately active until June 2013 when my job was relocated in conjunction with the budget cuts at
that time.
We meet - interact - very few members

when I attended a "meeting" (rather than an event/speaker series), the group was small and one person's
issues dominated the day; it wasn't a winsome introduction.
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DEEP --- AFFINITY GROUP COUNCIL
Thursday November 19, 12pm-1:30pm Meeting
Observations and Judgements
I attended the DEEP affinity group council meeting on Thursday November 19. The DEEP
affinity group council meeting is held twice a year and brings together DEEP executive
committee and affinity group leaders (chairs, co-chairs). I attended this meeting as an
opportunity to observe the interaction between DEEP executive committee and affinity group
leaders. I was specifically looking for reoccurring conversation themes, participation patterns
and any questions that came up for me about the affinity group program. The following are all
the notes I took during that meeting. The notes are “as is”, which include typos and spelling
mistakes as these were the exact things I was writing in the moment. Please note my
observations, judgements and questions are in red.
Meeting Logistics
Meeting is held in the Rose Room at City Hall
Lunch is served
Meeting agenda is sent beforehand
Lunch specifics are sent before hand

Observation: Meeting is set in a central place, City Hall, which is easy to find.

Judgement: so trying to pick an inclusive easy space for everyone is valued. City Hall is
associated with power and importance, which means that the affinity groups are serious, DEEP
is not trying to hide from City Hall.
Observation: Meeting agenda is sent beforehand. Lunch is ordered for people.

Judgement: DEEP wants people to know what to expect at the meeting. Lunch is a good
incentive to have employees show-up and it also shows that you care about folks. The meeting
seems to be a welcoming space.
Meeting starts at 12:15.
Debbie speaks first. Welcome the group and starts introductions.

Introductions:
Debbie goes first
Carolyn
Someone from police
Greg
Delphine--- Founders—Faith—City Attorney’s office
Janis---Co-coordinator—transportation—WAG and Disability
Carlos—ULA—transporation
Raul T. ---Business Analysis---Filipino—original founder
Me
Women from FPDR—Faith—Sustainability Issues around the faith
Maximo
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DEEP --- AFFINITY GROUP COUNCIL
Thursday November 19, 12pm-1:30pm Meeting
Observations and Judgements

Sunny –Management and Finance—Chair of CAAN
Megan
Courtney D—PDC City Mamas
Amy B.
Angie H—Founder/Water

Observations: no name tags. Introductions goes fast. Could not write down everyone’s name or
information.
Mentoring Update. Debbie introduce the mentoring program and that OEHR will provide
$10,000. CAAN, ULA, WAG. Leadership Development program. Differentiating between the
City’s new mentorship program. Mentors might come from outside of the City, because not
enough people. Mentor’s will receive a very small stipend for their works.
Observation: During this time people are eating their lunches. There are different funny
moments in the conversation and overall the group is laughing.

There is general discussion about the mentoring group. Greg W. asks a question which Sunny
responds to. Cynthia and Janis add information about the program. Raul also asks some
logistical questions, which Debbie and Megan respond to. Money must be spent this fiscal
year.
Judgement: there is shared leadership, with different people moving along the mentorship
project. Also the group laughs a lot, so people feel at ease and comfortable.

I present.
Debbie follows my presentation. She talks about bringing it back to the beginning, looking at
the goals and what DEEP wants to achieve.
Debbie then thanks Carolyn about last presentation. Overwhelming responsive, positive
presentation. Children of the atomic bomb by Dr. Yamasaki it can be found in library.

Cynthia doesn’t know about library. Janis answers to the whole group about the library.

Judgement: When Cynthia asks this question, I am surprised she doesn’t know about the library.
It seems other affinity group leaders are in agreement with question.
Question: I wonder if there is an orientation for affinity group leaders.

Carolyn speaks to a private lunch she had with author. She makes a joke about microphones
being in the room. She tells the story of being with Dr. Yamasaki.
Observation: room seems captivated by her story, at least I am very intrigued.
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DEEP --- AFFINITY GROUP COUNCIL
Thursday November 19, 12pm-1:30pm Meeting
Observations and Judgements

Judgement: Carolyn is a good storyteller. Overall I feel comfortable in this space, it is a very
welcoming space. If there are roles, I am not aware of them.
Debbie introduces next topic—collaboration with affinity groups.
Observation: people are not taking any meeting notes

Sunny and Megan briefly touch on their collaborations last year.

Observation: This is the last agenda item and it is now 12:50. 50 minutes into the start of the
meeting, 35 minutes into the agenda
Sunny speaks to “this being a blessing”

Observation: main speakers Sunny, Janis, Courtney

Courtney states that this is one of the only times that she sees people “I need relationship
building”. She gives and example of cc’ing certain emails with other affinity group leaders.
Debbie reminds them that the affinity groups have access to the website.

Delphine speaks to greater collaboration. Executive committee would like to see greater
collaboration.
Observation: this is the first directive from executive committee.

Question: I wonder, does the DEEP Executive Committee communicate their ideas or wants to
the affinity group leaders and if so how?

Megan speaks about March. Courtney speaks about Zan and questions the OMF speaker series.
Conversations turns to OMF speaker series.
Observations: other than Sunny, the other men in the group are very quiet. Greg and Raul only
spoke up once during the beginning of the meeting.

Question: Who is taking notes for the DEEP executive committee? Who is tracking ideas being
generated by the group? Examples, OMF speaker series and mixer idea. Who owns follow-up to
those ideas? What is the purpose of this meeting? Was it accomplished?
Observation: Low number of women of color speaking up in the meeting.

Greater collaboration also with equity efforts with in the city (by faith comm.) Can DEEP events
count for the equity counts? Conversation becomes focused (my judgement is sidetracked) to
the connections between equity and DEEP.
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DEEP --- AFFINITY GROUP COUNCIL
Thursday November 19, 12pm-1:30pm Meeting
Observations and Judgements

Drawing of meeting participants and positions around the table

Courtney talks about these connections. FPDR women speaks again. Delphine steps in and
reminds folks that DEEP is employee driven. She speaks to the challenges trying to connect
everything.

Judgement: there is frustration around the connections between the city’s equity efforts and
DEEPS equity efforts.

Debbie asks Cynthia a question. ULA working on being influential within the City. Cynthia
speaks to the coordination of ULA efforts. Debbie speaks to importance for folks to own work.
Also retirement happening….even if people are retired, they can always be involved.
Judgement: greater participation is a reoccurring theme in this meeting.
1:20pm Final updates
Debbie: Kwanza
Courtney: City Mama’s update
Greg W: Happy Hour tonight
Debbie: Leaving with a best practices for the affinity group. Emails to all
Delphine: open meet and greet
Cynthia mixer

Observation: Something is said about time and affinity work, people laugh.
Judgement: Time seems to be another reoccurring theme in this meeting.
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Interview with Erika Molina Rodriguez
Multnomah County, Office of Diversity and Equity

Phone interview with Erika Molina Rodriguez on January 13th 2016. She currently oversee the
Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) at the County. Multnomah County and the City of Portland
are two local government agencies, similar in size and scope. In my opinion, the county’s ERG
program provides a good comparison to how an affinity program can be managed.
Job Title: Program Specialist

Role with Employee resource groups: .5FTE (25% goes to employee resource group
coordination).
Erika splits her time between supporting the Multnomah Youth Commission and coordinating
the Employee Resource Groups (affinity groups) at the county.
How many Employee resource groups do you have?
10, although only nine are currently active.
What are they?

1. Multnomah County Volunteer Program (MVP)
2. Green Team
3. Vital Aging Network (VAN)
4. Veterans Employee Resource Group (VERG)
5. PRISM
6. Multnomah County Employees of Color (MCEOC)
7. Managers of Color (MOC)
8. Immigrants and Refugees
9. Family Advocates of Multnomah County
10. AdAPT (Abled and disAbled advocates)

How long have they been around?

Since the late 1990s/ early 2000s. VERG was founded in 2003 and that was our first official ERG.
Some of them might have been founded before that.
How are the employee resource groups coordinated?

Historically the leadership team (the ERGs co-chairs) have met on a quarterly basis. This year
the leadership team will meet more often, probably once a month. We realized that in the past
it has been “lets update each other on our work” style meetings. Now we want to move
towards more collaboration between the ERGs and the office of diversity and equity. We want
to coordinate around policy or something that is relevant to all the ERGs. How do we go about
bridging each other’s work? It is import to create awareness around each other’s culture, but
lets move towards shifting policy. In order to do this we need to meet more frequently than a
quarterly basis.
Individually the ERGs have autonomy on how they run. Most of them have monthly member
meetings.
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Interview with Erika Molina Rodriguez
Multnomah County, Office of Diversity and Equity
How do employees start and or join an employee resource group?

We have an online registration for employees who want to join an employee resource group.
Then we forward the information to the specific ERG they want to join. So at least they are put
on their listserv. That way they can get updates on the meetings. And they need to get approval
from their supervisor to attend the meetings.
Can employee’s use work time (paid hours) for ERG work or to attend meeting?

Yes, per employee policy, employees have three hours they can use for employee resource
groups and the co-chairs have five hours they can use.

What would you say about employee engagement in the employee resource groups? Are
they pretty strong?

There is definitely engagement among county employees, but that is something that can always
be strengthen. For example, the Immigrant and Refugee group had their first meeting in 2013
and the first meeting had 70-80 people attend. They continue to meet and they continue to
stay strong in membership. I think part of the reason is because the county has really tried to
elevate the importance of ERGs.
What is the leadership structure of the employee resource groups?

We do not require any specific leadership structure. A lot of ERG leadership pass on the
information to their new leadership. We have not done anything specific to help that.
How do you obtain leadership commitment for employee resource groups?

Commitment is an issue for some employee resource groups and not others. Leaders will come
to me, when they want to transition out and I will help recruit. We will use the county
newsletter to recruit for new ERG leaders.
How do you evaluate employee resource groups (metrics of success)?

I don’t think we have a specific way of evaluating the employee resource groups.
What resources does your office provide the employee resource groups?

We provide financial support through annual budgets. Each year, each employee resource
group gets $1,500. We also help coordinate meetings, helping them connect to the larger office
of diversity and equity and our goals. Helping the ERGs connect their work, so we can all better
work together. Helping them think about that side of their work. Also it helps that our office is
the centralized where they come for questions. Helping them strategize around employee
resource group problems, such as an employee not getting support from a manager to attend
meetings. If an employee had that problem, we would talk to their manager.
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Interview with Erika Molina Rodriguez
Multnomah County, Office of Diversity and Equity
A lot of ERGs are working on policy, we help them with the language of policy. The office
supports in moving their policy work to the chair. We are a liaison with the Council and
strategizing how we move this work forward. We provide a lot of support around policy
development.
What are best practices for creating successful employee resource groups?

One of the most important factors for creating successful ERGs is getting organizational
support. Specifically from leadership. The Multnomah County chairs are very supportive of
ERGS. They need to know and stay informed to why ERGs are important to the work.
Being intentional Too. One thing is to support, but its another thing to financially support.
Believing in the work of ERGs means giving money to do the work. Each ERGs must have a
budget and make it sustainable.
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Literature Review: The Mercer Report
The Mercer Report

Mercer Consulting is the world largest human resources consulting firm working with private
and public industries to find solutions that maximize human potential and address current
business challenges. Their 2011 report, ERGs Come of Age: The Evolution of Employee Resource
Groups, reviews employee resource groups best practices at 64 national and international
business entities. The agencies surveyed include AT&T, The Boeing Company, Fannie Mae,
Hyatt Hotels, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Sodexo Inc., and Walt Disney Parks & Resorts.
They represent a cross section of the various types of industries that utilize employee resource
groups. All the companies in the study have well established ERGs. In actuality, one of the
reports key findings is that employee resource groups are thriving across different industries.
The report looks at the following five sections for reviewing employee affinity groups:






Interest and participation
Impact of Employee Resource Groups
Resources and Support of Employee Resource Groups
Alignment
Accountability and Rewards

The following are the “key take-aways” under each section of the report and how they may
apply to the City of Portland affinity groups.

Interest and Participation in Employee Resource Groups
This section of the report reviewed the type of employee resource groups that currently exist.
The two main ERGs categories identified are identity characteristics (such as race and gender)
and common interest groups (such as environmental and volunteerism). A growing trend
identified in the report is for newer groups to be intentionally inclusive, such as multicultural
and multigenerational.
Key Take-aways:

Companies with the most dynamic ERGs attribute their growth to:




Aligning the mission of the ERGs with the interests of employees and executives (e.g.,
contributing to the business, community service).
Responding to grassroots calls for new ERGs aimed at inclusive constituencies (e.g.,
multigenerational, multicultural).
Actively marketing the ERGs to employees and candidates.
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Literature Review: The Mercer Report

Impact of Employee Resource Groups
The study cites that from the beginning, one of the primary functions of ERGs has been to
further the professional development and career advancement of their members. Yet, the
study found that ERGs tend to evolve from “beyond support and development of their own
members to how they can contribute in some way to the success of the business” (Mercer, 9).
Key Take-aways

The more the networks direct their attention to activities with direct impact on business results,
the more successful they become at surfacing and developing talent and driving the diversity
agenda. The diversity/HR function can promote the success of ERGs in all three areas by:





Providing structures and forums through which ERGs and business leaders can interact
around business issues.
Developing tool kits and templates to help ERGs take their first steps into businessrelated activities.
Partnering with HR and talent management leaders to leverage ERGs for talent (e.g.,
using ERG leadership positions as developmental opportunities, reviewing talent with
ERG leaders).
Harnessing the culture change potential of ERGs (e.g., engaging ERGs in climate
assessment, visioning the future, giving feedback on initiatives, and communicating with
employees at the grassroots level).

Resources and Support for Employee Resource Groups
This section of the report looked at the various resources and support offered to ERGs. There
are many key take-aways about the support that can provided to ERGs. The following five
graphs illustrate the different categories of support available to ERGs and the percentage of
agencies that provided such support.
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Literature Review: The Mercer Report
Funding:

Additional Material Resources Provided:

Support for ERG Leaders:
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Literature Review: The Mercer Report
Support for Executive Sponsors:

Technology Used by ERGs:

Key Take-aways

Investment of resources in Employee Resource Groups pays off when:





ERGs are required to account for funding via annual budgets and/or action plans.
ERG leaders receive training and other support they need in order to manage the groups
professionally and interact credibly with senior executives.
The contributions of ERGs to the business effectively are communicated to middle
managers who control employees' time and to executives who control the purse strings.
ERGs have access to technology that can help overcome obstacles of space and time.
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Literature Review: The Mercer Report

Alignment
Alignment looks at how closely the ERGs align their goals and strategies with business and
diversity strategies.
Key Take-aways

Coordination and alignment of ERGs is a time consuming, albeit, important task for diversity
staff. Providing formal processes and technological tools through which the networks can learn
about organizational goals and align themselves can relieve the pressure on diversity staff while
providing ERG members with more visibility and valuable experiences:




Bring ERG leaders together with functional business leaders in formal and informal
forums to discuss directly how the networks can contribute to achieving business
objectives.
Provide forums and technical mechanisms (wikis, SharePoint sites) through which ERGs
can collaborate with one another and share plans, best practices, resources.
Make sure executive sponsors and ERG leaders understand the boundaries of their roles
and authority, especially as regards employee relations matters. Clarify whom they
should contact when issues arise that are beyond their remit.

Accountability and Rewards
Accountability and rewards greatly varies across industries. Overall the main practice of
accountability is whether the ERG continues to receive funding based on its ability to meet the
annual workplan and budget goals.
Key Take-aways




Whether or not ERG leaders or sponsors are held personally responsible for their ERGrelated work, the groups themselves should be accountable for fulfilling the terms of
their charters, action plans, and budgets.
Employee surveys and workforce metrics (e.g., promotion and turnover rates) can help
to quantify the impact of ERGs on the work environment.
Nonfinancial recognition can be powerful motivators for involvement in ERGs, especially
public recognition from the CEO or other senior leaders.
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Literature Review: The Affinity Group Evolution
The Affinity Group Evolution

Low Impact

The majority of articles and studies identify a natural evolution of the focus and purpose of
affinity groups. Many affinity groups start off as a resource for employees, and as they mature,
they become a greater resource for the agency/company. It appears that the most successful
affinity groups learn to balance the supportive environment needed for members along with
purpose alignment around agency strategic goals.















High Impact






Affinity Groups Purpose Spectrum

Mutual support for members (Mercer, Emelo, R.)
To form community around a particular affinity (Emelo, R.)
Educating the organization about the member’s culture and/or their experience of the
work environment. (Mercer)
Some type of community outreach activity (Priego-Lopez, J., & Priego, J.)
Recruitment and retention of employees (Priego-Lopez, J., & Priego, J.; Buckner, S.L.)
Professional Development (Priego-Lopez, J., & Priego, J.)
Mentoring (Priego-Lopez, J., & Priego, J.; Emelo, R.)
Providing insights to the market (Mercer)
Teaching colleagues the nuances of doing business in various locales around the world
(Mercer)
Acting as ambassadors to their communities (Mercer)
Polishing the company’s reputation through community service (Mercer)
Linked purpose to the senior leadership goals and initiatives found in the agency
strategic plan (Buckner, S.L.)
ERGs that cross boundaries and form connections with other groups; peer collaboration
across functions, locations and hierarchy (Emelo, R.)
Focus on business bottom-line goals and are constructed to serve as talent pools for all
levels (Priego-Lopez, J.)
Access to leadership opportunities/ career development (Priego-Lopez, J.)
Cultivating employee affinity groups for enhanced professional opportunities (PriegoLopez, J.)
Access to City leadership (Hastings, R.R.)
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The Consultants Recommendations

Throughout the data gathering phase of this project, I consistently reflected on what the data told
us about the main project goals. I am aware of the DEEP executive committee’s commitment to
supporting the affinity groups and I wanted to find information that would be helpful. As I
collected the data, some things became very apparent for what would further affinity group
development and success. The following are my recommendations to the DEEP executive
committee in supporting affinity groups in relation to the original project goals.
Goal: Identify 2-3 measure of success in evaluating the DEEP affinity groups
Recommendation: Have affinity groups submit work and/or budget plan

The affinity group assessment shows that only 33% of affinity groups have a budget plan for how
to spend their allocated DEEP funds and even less (only about 16%) have a workplan. It is hard to
evaluate the affinity groups if they do not have goals or outcomes to achieve. The Mercer report
recommends that affinity groups at a minimum have a workplan as a best practice.

I recommend that a system be put in place which asks affinity groups to decide what they want to
accomplish each year and how they will do that. Having a yearly workplan would provide the first
step in being able to evaluate affinity group success.
Goal: Increase employee membership participation within affinity groups by 30%
Recommendation: Campaign for an employee policy which includes paid hours for affinity group
participation

Over 50% of the affinity group members surveyed said they would like to increase their
participation. When asked what would facilitate greater participation, the most recurring
response was “more time”. Multnomah County has an employee policy allowing members to
attend affinity group activities and they counts this as a reason for their high participation.
Although a difficult campaign to undertake, I believe that working towards an employee policy
that allows for affinity group participation is key. Following-up with the county’s Office of
Diversity and Equity might provide first steps on how to accomplish such a task within a complex
government agency.
Goal: 100% of the affinity groups confirm leadership commitment and structure
Recommendation: Training and support for affinity group leaders, including but not limited to,
 On boarding process and orientation for affinity group leaders
 Specific support emails for affinity group leaders
 Toolkit on best practices for leading an affinity group
 Training on how to facilitate meetings and do outreach

I think one of my biggest surprises during this research project was when I attended the DEEP
affinity group council meeting and an affinity group leader stated that they were unaware of the
DEEP resource library. As this affinity group leader spoke, other affinity group leaders nodded in
agreement. It was at this moment that I realized their might not be an onboarding or orientation
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process to help affinity group leaders prepare for their new responsibility.

The affinity group leaders volunteer their time to coordinate affinity group efforts and I believe
they need greater support. In response to the question, “What else you would like to share about
your affinity group experience?”, a repeated theme was the lack of a welcoming space at affinity
group meetings. While this wasn’t the majority of responses, I did wonder if affinity group leaders
are provided with tools and trainings in order to be effective leaders. Do the people that
volunteer to be affinity group leaders have the appropriate skills to engage diversity? Are they
aware that they need to create a welcoming spaces? Do they have the skills to lead a group of
people? I think that if City employees are aware of the skills needed to be an effective affinity
group leader and are provided the training to develop those skills, leadership commitment and
structure will increase.
Final recommendation: Campaign to receive some amount of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) to help
ground all the DEEP work and provide better support for the affinity groups.

I truly think that the next stage in the DEEP evolution is greater integration within the City, and by
this I mean the City providing dedicated FTE to DEEP. Multnomah County has a .25FTE currently
allocated for affinity group support. In addition, the Mercer employee resource group assessment
reports that the majority of institutions surveyed provide FTE personal to support affinity group
efforts. I think that in order for to affinity groups to reach their next stage, DEEP will also need to
evolve and reach their next stage.
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